ACADEMY HANDBOOK
PROSPECTUS
TEACHING & LEARNING

‘Success for All’
At the Academy of St Francis of Assisi, teachers and staff alike, understand that we have a core moral
purpose to develop each young person we encounter on a day to day basis. It is with this core moral
purpose at heart that we aspire to provide the highest standards of teaching, learning and assessment.
‘We can, whenever and wherever we choose to, successfully teach
all children whose schooling is of interest to us’
In our Academy we understand what styles, methods and strategies are effective in the development of our
students and also that we are to teach them not only how to learn but also how to live and this principle is
incorporated in our delivery.
‘Achievement and learning is at the centre of all that we do’
5 Teaching and Learning Essentials
At the Academy we understand our students and their learning needs. To ensure that are students make
the progress expected of them we have identified the following strategies which are effective and must be
embedded into our practice:
1.
Pride and Presentation
2.
Student Discussion
3.
Questioning
4.
Learning Skills
5.
Feedback and Improvements

Feedback and Improvements
Why?
• Feedback is the most effective vehicle to
improve student outcomes.
• The more instant the feedback the more
effective it will be.
• Staff with good questioning skills achieve better
outcomes.
• There is no significant evidence to suggest that
written feedback has any impact on student
progress.
Books will be marked using the academy marking
policy guidelines and microscript.
Teachers will be required to provide written
feedback to students on a minimum of 3 pieces of
work per half term.
This will include the assessment for that period.
Teachers must identify through their planning the
pieces of work which will provide the content from
the students to allow them the opportunity to
provide high quality feedback to their students. E.g.
an extended piece of writing, exam question, short
test.
The three pieces of work identified must be clearly
labelled ASSESSMENT.
Students must be given time to improve their work
based on this feedback.
Where students have responded to feedback it will
be clearly labelled as IMPROVEMENTS.

Feedback Advice
Teachers must provide written feedback of the
highest quality using developmental statements.
Statements that identify what to improve and give
guidance as to how to do so.
Marking can also take the form of peer and self.
Some pages of books will not be marked,
particularly in the case of note taking or where
student work has been produced with the support
of the teacher/peers or when peer or self-marking
has been utilised.
Subject specific feedback will be provided which the
students must respond to, as will literacy feedback
wherever possible.
Promotion of literacy will extend to more than just
the correction of spellings.
Annotative comments and guidance can be provided
within the content.
It is advised that praise/recognition of good work
should be given within the content of the work rather
than at the end of a piece in a summative format.
Any piece of feedback that is given where the
student is not expected to respond immediately
should be labelled Learning Point or LP.
Marking Errors and Mistakes
Address errors by providing hints or questions
which lead students to underlying principles.
Address mistakes by marking as incorrect and
providing the correct answer.
Grading
Work does not need to be graded.
Research indicates that the awarding of grades and
reduce the impact of feedback as it distracts the
reader from the key messages as to how to improve.
Also the manipulation of grades to fit a certain piece
of work can lead to a misinterpretation of progress
made by both staff and students. This leads to poor
accuracy of prediction from staff and a lack of
perception on actual progress from the student.
Assessment as part of the Academy assessment
procedures should be graded as a formal cumulative
assessment will have been used and will have been
completed in exam conditions.

10 Assisi Golden Rules for Marking and Feedback
1.
Mark tasks/questions as correct or incorrect.
2.
Always mark wisely for SPAG.
3.
Provide developmental feedback to be used by students to improve their work
a minimum of 3 times per cycle.
4.
Use peer assessment wisely, provide a scaffold.
5.
Mark mistakes incorrect and give the correct answer.
6.
Mark errors incorrect and give guidance as to how to acquire the correct answer.
7.
Recognise good practice by annotating within the text as opposed to using
summative comments at the end.
8.
All students to use a purple pen when making amendments or improvements during the lesson.
9.
Utilise highlighter marking when appropriate.
10.
Use to work wisely it can distract from the focus on improvement.
Improvement Strategies for Students
1.
Answer the question correctly! – use marking criteria
2.
Rewrite using the appropriate literacy, grammar and punctuation
3.
Compare the answer – provide a model
4.
Improve the answer – identifying where to expand, develop or be more specific about a point
5.
Condensing – be more concise in your statements
6.
Extension exercise – further research, countries
7.
Reverse thinking - this is the answer what is the question?
8.
DIRT
9.
Peer teaching - student explains concept to a younger/less able/EAL student
10.
Shared exam question – students redraft collaboratively to share best practice

Literacy Marking Code
Code What this means
C Content may not be engaging or lacks depth or knowledge
S Structure is not coherent and cohesive
P Punctuation error or omission (. , : “ ; ‘ ? ! - … )
U Lack of understanding shown of topic / misconception
V Vocabulary
G Grammar (how the sentence is built)
Sp Spelling
NP New paragraph

Proof and Perfect
I have read my work
I have made at least two improvements to my work
(vocabulary changes or re writing of sentences)
I have used a capital letter to start every sentence
and for proper nouns
I have ended every sentence with . or ! or ?
I have used commas to organise ideas in sentences
I have organised my writing into paragraphs
I have checked my spellings, underlining any I need help with
I have put a ? in the margin where I need help

						
Questioning
Why questioning?
• It is a simple and effective way of providing
instant feedback.
• Research shows that feedback has high
impact on student development. The more
instantaneous the feedback the greater the
impact on student progress.
• It is a simple and effective way to assess student
understanding.
• It is a simple and effective way to retain and
embed deep rooted understanding.
• Students learn from each other.
• One incorrect/partial answer from one student
can lead to the acquisition of the correct answer
from another.
• Improving student oracy will improve the
student’s ability to speak at length and in turn
write at length, formulating well rounded
articulate sentences.
Strategies
When questioning students the minimum
expectation of staff is to use the Assisi questioning
cycle.
All staff should refer to the Assisi questioning cycle,
microscript and other relative supportive resources
provided.
All questioning activities should be planned.
Questioning should be targeted based on the
knowledge of each student and their ability.
Staff should aim to split each class in to 3 groups
with regard the level of questioning planned.
e.g.Gold/Silver/Bronze
Focus on the what/why/how?
Issue initial questions to less able students/students
confident in whole class discussion.
As the questioning process develops target mid
to high ability students with the expectation that
they talk at greater length as the difficulty level of
questioning increases.
‘No Hands Up’ policy should be applied wherever
appropriate.

Why?
• High ability students only answer questions
within their comfort zone.
• Reduces shouting out.
• Questioning is targeted. Students are given a
question appropriate to their ability.
How?
• Always start the question by using the name
of the student who you wish to answer the
question.
• The use of strategies such as Popcorn can be
used to gain the opinions of many in a short
space of time.
• At this point questioning is not targeted but is
the preferred option to hands up or shouting
out.

No Opting Out
There should be no acceptance of ‘don’t know’ responses – no ‘opting out’.
Promote the notion of ‘I am not sure but I was thinking…….’
Progress check - If a student fails to answer correctly, once the correct answer has been sought from
another student the question must again be issued to the student first questioned – instant feedback and
improvements.
Students should be encouraged however to ask questions (hands up).
Expectations around this exercise must be established at the earliest point to ensure is effective in terms of
time and impact on learning.
For ‘questioning strategies’ see the cycle below.
Planning
Who do I ask the question to?

What?

Why?

How?

Opening Q

Secondary Q

Summary Q

Lower Ability

Mid Ability

High Ability

Confident Speaker

Minimum Expectation:
Extended answer

Minimum Expectation:
Extended answer
Adds depth

Minimum Expectation:
One word answer

Explains the point
Provides evidence to support

Challenges opinions
Evidence based

Extension
What do I do next?

Agree

Bounce

Challenge

Correct the opinion

Ask another student for the
answer

Ask another student for
a further/higher standard
answer

Give them another attempt,
give additional guidance

Ask another why not?

Ask them how?

Confirm to be correct

Ask another student for an
additional answer

Ask them for an
alternative/better option

Ask another Q

Ask another student why?

Incorrect

Correct

Ask the student why?

Summary - How do I conclude?
1. Ask a student to summarise the discussion providing the what, why and how.
2. This could be done at any point with a student who you feel that their understanding is secure and using
them would serve to inform their peers accurately and in a timely fashion.
3. Return to the student(s) to ask them for the answer to a question they answered incorrectly previously
– progress check.

Student Discussion
Student will be given individual thinking time and
discussion time with their peers.
Why thinking time?
• It allows for a rationale and considered response.
• It prevents feelings of panic and insecurity
amongst certain students
• It encourages students to self-regulate and take
ownership of their learning.
Strategies
• Thinking time should range from 5 seconds to 1
minute max.
• It is a silent activity.
• Expectations around this exercise must be
established at the earliest point to ensure is
effective in terms of time and impact on learning.
•

Why discussion time?
• It ensures that all students can engage in learning.
• Sharing opinions can build and improve retention
of knowledge and understanding.
• Certain students will feel more comfortable
contributing in pairs/small groups. This will instil
improved confidence to contribute in whole
class situations.
• Improving student oracy will improve the students
ability to speak at length and in turn write at length,
formulating well rounded articulate sentences.
Strategies
• Think – Pair – Share is the most simple and
effective with regard time and organisation.
• Set goals which will ensure an outcome
from students.
• Set goals which will lead cohesively into
questioning.
• Set goals which allow for variety of opinion
and stretch.

Learning
LearningSkills
Skills
Why learning skills?
It is clear from the monitoring and evaluation of
teaching and learning that standards are improving.
However the MER process also highlights that:
• Staff work harder than the students in some
lessons
• Some students do not take responsibility for
their learning
• Many students do not know how to learn
To make the next step to improving the learning
and progress for our students we must ensure
that students take responsibility and ownership for
that learning. We must also provide them with the
How?
knowledge and skills as to how to learn.
Over the Wall
Staff must make a conscious effort to initially plan activities
which will encourage students to utilise a variety of learning skills.
Staff must then make it explicit to the students as to when
and how to use these skills accordingly during the lesson.
It is the responsibility of all staff to continue to support students
with the acquisition of learning skills wherever possible.
Assemblies, form time and Personal Development lessons
will also be utilised to develop good learning habits within our students.

Benefits - Facilitation
When students take ownership of their learning and expectations around learning are maintained it allows
the teacher to intervene at their discretion. Intervening where they feel it is necessary and with a more
informed opinion as to why and how they can support.

Pride and Presentation
Pride and Presentation

Why presentation?
Students must work hard and try their best at all times.
The presentation of their works indicates the pride and respect they have for their learning in that subject.
All work should be set out the same way, in all lessons and the presentation policy adhered to.
Presentation Policy
1.
The front of your book will display your full name, subject and class and teachers name.
2.
Your book will also display your progress pathway.
3.
Students will write in pen (black/blue).
4.
Staff will mark in green/red.
5.
Students will complete all improvements/self/peer assessment in purple.
6.
Students will underline titles, subtitles and dates with a ruler.
7.
Students will use each page of their book.
8.
Students will take care with their handwriting and presentation.
9.
Any diagrams will be completed using a ruler and pencil.
10.
Any mistakes will be crossed out using a single line through the word(s).
11.
Books, folders, worksheets will show no evidence of graffiti.
12.
Students will attempt to complete all work set.
13.
Students will amend all spellings and grammar and add relevant punctuation.
14.
Students will complete all improvements based on feedback.
15.
Set homework should be clearly labelled and dated.
In order to meet the standards outlined in the presentation policy students are required to attend every
lesson with:
2 pens
A pencil
A ruler
A purple pen/highlighter (for underlining/highlighting)
A pencil case

Do Now
Students will be issued with a ‘Do Now’ task at
the start of each lesson which engages them in
learning immediately. This activity will be purposeful
and not an activity designed to settle students. It
will likely reinforce learning or prepare students
for new learning. Examples of which would include
thought showers, retrieval memory quiz, literacy
improvements etc.
Planning
Planning backwards is strongly advised.
Planning for the delivery of the skills required to
succeed in each subject is essential at all ages of
learning, KS3 and KS4.
Staff are to consider the outcomes they wish to be
achieved and then design the appropriate pathway
for each student to achieve them.
Focus of those strategies that are effective in
promoting good progress and learning and where to
incorporate them most effectively and efficiently.
Staff should allow time in their planning to provide
appropriate feedback to students and for students
to respond and improve their work based on this
feedback.
Staff should also consider the sequencing of their
planning. They should consider linking topics
together or teaching partial topics and returning
to complete them within a half term. This would
provide opportunities for students to revisit prior
knowledge and learning and therefore strengthen its
retention.
(Please see attached examples)

Homework
Students will be issued with homework in the
following way:
Core subjects (English/maths/Science) – once per week
Option subjects – once per fortnight
Frontloading
Students will also be asked to carry out frontloading
exercises as additional homework. This will include
students carrying out research prior to the start of
new topics or activities. For example students may
complete prior reading around a topic or carry out
a web search or watch a related tv programme or
film. The aim is to increase their prior knowledge of
the topic before engaging in the learning around it.
Retrieval Practice – Revision
Homework will be set through the issue and
completion of 100% work sheets/knowledge
organiser’s. These are an A4 sheet which summarises
all the key points of a topic.
• Students are issued a 100% worksheet on a
topic they have covered previously
• Students take a blank A4 sheet and use the read/
cover/write/check method to try to collate all
the key points from the 100% worksheet from
memory.
• Students then self assess their work adding any
pieces of information they could not remember
in purple pen.
• This is then handed in to the teacher as
evidence of completed homework.
• Students are given a short quiz on the topic at
the start of the next lesson.
Why?
Research shows that for information to be retained
it needs to be regularly revisited. Gaps in knowledge
is develop over time e.g. 10 days, 30 days, 3 months.
If a topic is not revisited within 3 months then that
knowledge will not be retained and will be lost. The
more a topic is revisited the stronger the knowledge
retention.

Apps
All students will have access to the PiXL maths app
and are expected to access this where possible
every week.
More apps in other subjects will become available
over time and students should look to use every
form of resource possible to support their learning
outside of school.
Modelling
Students should receive regular opportunities to
observe a model of good practice related their
current area of learning.
This model can be provided by both staff and
students.
It is essential that the students then get the
opportunity to attempt to produce a model of
similar quality.
Peer assessment and self assessment should be
delivered in a similar fashion. It can only be effective
if students understand how to complete the process
effectively. Providing a model would be essential to
doing so.
SEND and EAL
We are an academy of extreme variance with
regard to the needs of each student. Each student
is catered for as an individual and planning for
each student is personalised. At the end of each
assessment cycle each teacher will complete an
intervention plan for each student as to how to
further support them with their learning and
progress. This is completed through their seating
plans and will be inclusive of any additional needs of
students.
Also after the completion of this cycle, LSA’s will
meet with each teacher they work with to amend
their learning support plans for each class and
student. Targeting which students to work with and
support and what strategies will be used to do so.
A number of SEND CPD sessions are delivered as
part of the academy commitment to professional
development and strategies provided to staff can be
found in the SEND handbook as part of the Teaching
and Learning Appendix.
All EAL students are given a bi-lingual dictionary on
entry to the academy. Simple strategies to support
EAL students such as use of images to support text,
translation of key words and seating students next
to strong British speaking students should employed
as standard practice. Additional strategies can be
found in the T&L Appendix.

Challenge
How do we increase the challenge?
If we consistently apply the strategies previously mentioned, doing so in a differentiated way we will ensure we
stretch our students to make the progress expected of them and more, whilst accommodating their needs.
Rules for Learning
1. Students enter the room in a calm and orderly fashion, take their seat and engage in purposeful learning.
2. Students sit according to the seating plan (compulsory)
3. Students present their work in the same way in all subjects – they show pride in their work.
4. All questioning is targeted (and planned)
5. No hands up where appropriate (unless to ask a question)
6. No ‘don’t know’ answers. ‘I’m not sure but I was thinking….’
7. Students stand behind their chairs. Staff to dismiss students in a calm and orderly fashion citing ‘Peace be
with you’, students to reply ‘And also with you’.

Monitoring,Evaluating
Evaluatingand
andRecording
Recording(MER)
(MER)
Monitoring,
The quality of teaching and learning will be monitored through a variety of formats including:
• Learning walks
• Lesson observations
• Work scrutiny
• Data analysis
• Line management meetings
• Homework analysis
• Staff/student/parent voice
The process can only be of value if the outcomes from the MER process are actively addressed.
All staff are primarily responsible for their own professional development to ensure that they are meeting
the teaching standards.
The lines of support for each member of teaching staff are clear and considerable and support will be
provided as follows:
• Subject Leader
• Director of Curriculum
• Lead for Teaching and Learning
• Senior Leadership Team
In addition new staff, NQTs, RQTs and trainee
teachers will receive additional support from the
Professional Mentor.
The line management responsibilities for all staff
with regard to teaching and learning lie with the staff
members responsible for that subject, regardless of
where a teacher may sit in the LM structure.
Lesson Observations
All lesson observations will be paired (wherever
possible).
One of the pair must be quality assured with
regard their judgements based around learning and
progress.
Staff will not receive a graded judgement on their
teaching and learning over time but will receive
clear feedback as to the strengths and areas for
development, all of which will be linked to the
teacher standards.

Observation 1 – to be conducted by the subject
leader/assistant SL and Director of Curriculum/SLT
Observation 2 – to be conducted by the subject
leader/assistant/DOC/SLT and a peer from within
the department/faculty.
Observation 3 – to be conducted by subject
leader/assistant/DOC/SLT and a member of staff
from across the academy. This will coordinated by
the SLs/DOCs and lead for T&L and will be based
on similar strengths and areas of development
collated from the MER process.
This structure only applies if the observations
show clear evidence that the level of teaching
and learning is to be of a good level.

Support
Support

Incremental Coaching
(DOCS – term 1 Sep 17)
Professional development will be ongoing. All line
managers will support the staff which they line
manage once every two weeks. This level of support
will come in a variety of forms:
Drop ins – 15 mins max, one area of strength and
one area of development only identified. The line
manager will then support the member of staff
over the next two weeks to develop in the area
identified.

Stage 1
When considerable areas for development are
identified then then a personal development plan
for the member of staff should be formulated by the
subject leader. This will take the form of:
• Incremental coaching
• Practice
• Additional line management meetings
• Learning walks
• Targeted peer observations
• Shadowing
• Identified internal/external CPD

Critical marking – a book sample will be taken
and the line manager and member of staff will
analyse the sample together. They will then mark a
sample of books together developing the quality of
feedback based on the previous analysis.

Stage 2
If considerable areas for development remain then
the DOC will then provide additional support as
above and additional areas for support such as the
coaching programme or shadowing may be utilised.

Modelling – the line manager may spend a 15
minute session developing the skill set of a member
of staff i.e. use of SISRA.

Stage 3
If there is no considerable improvement made
then the lead for teaching and learning and/or SLT
will take responsibility for deciding what the next
appropriate supportive steps will be.
Additional support will be provided in its various
forms, regardless of the stage of support if any
serious area of concern is noted throughout the
MER process.
Subject Leaders/Line Managers to adhere to the
monitoring calendar for windows for completion of
each piece of documentation.

Practice – the line manager may spend a 15
minute session talking through a microscript with
a member of staff to ensure they are secure on
the expectations of the Academy. They would then
physically practice applying those expectations. This
can be an individual or a group activity.
Line Management – the line manager may simply
conduct a professional development meeting
with the member of staff i.e. focus on outcomes,
development plan review etc.
Line managers will briefly log the areas for
development identified/support provided/impact on
their MER document – (with a view to replacing the
traditional system over time).

DOCs to monitor the completion of MER
responsibilities and document on the MER tracker.

Feedback is a Gift
As an Academy it is essential that we breed a culture
of positive development within our staff. Therefore
the stigma around observation and feedback must
be removed and staff must be comfortable with this
process and embrace it.
Feedback provided to staff should be based around
the teaching standards but in its actual delivery
should be approached using:
I liked it when……
I wonder if……..
Even better next time…….
Staff should engage positively in all whole school
developmental sessions, collaborative planning and
secret missions in order to develop their own
practice and that of others.
Professional Practice
As an Academy we are committed to both the development of our students and our staff. Any positive
development of any member of staff will have a positive impact on the learning experience and progress
of our students. We want our staff to grow, develop and to continuously improve no matter the role or
responsibility. The Academy values its staff and is committed to their development
The development of our students, staff and the Academy as a whole is a collaborative process where teaching, learning and assessment, CPD and Performance Management are closely linked and not considered
separate entities. These three areas are facilitated by quality Line Management.

Whole
WholeSchool
SchoolCPD
CPD
Developmental Sessions
One hour Developmental Sessions will take place
one Monday per month and will generally involve
subject leaders dependent on the focus of the session. Subject leaders will then deliver the session to
their teams the following Wednesday in Collaborative Planning time.
Collaborative Planning
One hour Collaborative Planning will take place
every Wednesday with the exception of weeks
where a parents evening is planned and therefore it
will take place on the same evening (Thursday). This
time is committed to subjects and all teaching staff
are required to be at these meetings.
Pastoral Teams
One hour Pastoral Team meetings will take place
one Monday per month. Led by the Head of Year,
all staff involved with a year group are required to
attend.

Secret Missions
Led by the Directors of Curriculum. The mission
is set in briefing on Friday morning and staff then
have the opportunity to engage in an area of practice over the next two weeks. To ensure that best
practice is shared, staff will video or take photos to
evidence the impact of their ideas within the classroom. These ideas are then presented at the next
briefing two weeks later.
Celebration
The alternate Friday morning briefing between the
Secret Mission being set and then presented serve
as a celebration of good practice across the school
by individual staff, departments, whole school and
students.
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